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1993: Louisiana Supreme 
Court adopts vendor-
neutral citation 
1996: ABA issues report and resolution 
supporting universal citation 
1998: AALL publishes  
Universal Citation Guide 
and the number of 
states adopting citation 
reform reaches 11 
2004: AALL publishes 2d 
edition of Universal Citation 
Guide 
2011: AALL publishes white paper on 
status of universal citation 
2012/13: AALL publishes 3rd 
edition of Universal Citation 
Guide 
Now: you advocate for adoption of 
universal citation 
in 
A system of citation that permits reference to legal or 
law-related information in any medium, print or 
electronic, without requiring reference to proprietary 
products of any particular publisher. 
Related terms: vendor-neutral citation, medium-neutral 
citation, public domain citation  
The citation labels legal documents such as court 
opinions, statutes, and regulations using a uniform set of 
symbols. 
 
Who do you talk to 
about universal 
citation? Judges, Attorneys, Future 
Attorneys, Legislators 
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Wetzel v. Lambert, 2012 US 24 ¶ 4 
ND Const art V § 10  
Uniform Trustees' Powers Law, MS Code §§ 91-9-101 to 119 
(1998 through Reg Sess) 
PA Dept of Transp. v. Ortega, 2008 PA DOT 45 ¶ 13 
AZ Admin Code R10-2-115 (through 2/1/2011) 
Nancy C. Staudt, Constitutional Politics and Balanced Budgets, 1998 U 
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What are the states doing? 
